
Video Questions- “Advanced Broadcast CAMERA TECHNIQUES (WALLDO Part 2)” 
 

Name-_______KEY_______________  Per-_________  Date-__________ 

 

1. Most pedestal shots go from camera position 1 to 4, or 4 down to 1. 
 

2. Artificial framing is usually used in the foreground to add depth. One common “instant” 

framing technique is to use leaves or small branches in the foreground. 
 

3. Good advanced camera technique does not go out of style.  Certain effects goes out of 
style… certain kinds of titling goes out of style… but good solid                             
camera work does not go out of style. 

 
4. The up-the-body shot simply involves starting at the bottom and moving up from position 

1 to position 4.  
 

5. Window shots are much like door frame shots which help add depth and interest to your 

videos. Unlike door frame shots though, THESE type are usually considered opposite 
angle shots. 

 

6. Zooming in is NOT the same as moving in. (Zooming limits depth of field and 
perspective.) 

 
7. True or False- The BEST cameramen stay toward the back of the room during large 

events, and don’t mingle or move about much. 

 
8. The Hitchcock zoom, or Jaws shot is a way to achieve the effect of the background 

behind your appearing to fall away or move in.  Zooming while moving is way to create 
this special effect. 

 

9. Especially during interviews, one shot you should try to compose is when you’re framing 
your foreground, look at what your background is, and see if you can tell 2 stories in one 
shot. (In a way, it’s a linking shot where the background “backs up” the story.) 

 
10. When you’re shooting musical groups or bands, you’ll want to position the mic stands 

before the band begins its set. 
 

11.  One point of view (POV) shot that’s also an opposite shot is called an insider shot. 

(Examples: Opening up a refrigerator or a mailbox and having the camera pointing out 
from the inside.) 

 
12. High angle shots are a great way to add beauty to the images you’re trying to create, and 

it makes a 2 dimensional image a little more 3 dimensional by giving that establishing 

overall view. Look for something, or someplace very high from which to shoot.  
       

OVER- 



13.  Sun shots are no longer extremely dangerous to your equipment, as in the past. Tube 
cameras have been replaced with chip cameras these days. So it’s okay to allow the sun 

to peer into the foreground, right past the subject. 
 

14. To create a soft focus shot where the background is out of focus to bring the foreground 
subject “out,” you should zoom in on the subject, and make sure the background is       
far away. 

 
15. The “Frisbee” shot is merely putting an object in front of the camera, (like a tray, disk, 

ball, or even a Frisbee), and walking to its destination. It is a type of Point  -of-         

View shot. 


